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1.0 IHTKOUUCTION
A major deaign objective of the Natural laaourcea Information
System entailed the uaa of remote aanaiag data aa an input to
tha ayatem. Potential applicationa of remote saneing data ware
therefore reviewed and available Imagery Interpreted to provide
input to a demonatratlon data baae.
A literature review waa conducted to determine the types and
qualitlaa of imagery required to aatlafy identified data naeda.
Iktachrome Imagery available over the demonstration areas waa
reviewed to eatabliah the feaaiblllty of interpreting cultural
featuraa, range condition, and timber type. Uaing the same
imagery, a land uaa map was prepared for the demonstration
area. Finally, the feaaiblllty of identifying commercial
timber areaa uaing a density slicing technique waa tested
on multlapectral (simulated EKTS) imagery available for a
portion of the demonatratlon area. Details on each of these
afforta are provided in the following sections.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
Remote aenaing ha* become a powerful data collection tool for the
land manager. Aa word of its succesa spreads, ao does th« number
of land Managers interested in using remote sensing increase.
Faced with a particular data requirement and the belief or know-
ledge that It can be aatiafied using remote sensing, an obvious
first quaation ia the type and quality of remote sensing that la
needed. There ia no almple direct way to calculate an answer to
this quaation. The Manager with sufficient background and exper-
ience can normally anawer thia quaation; the manager with little
or no experience may be forced to rely on oft-quoted rules of
thumb or other approximate methods.
The cost-conscious manager will recognize that obtaining data of
a quality higher than required ia waataful. Covering a SO by 100
mile area with 1/40,000 acale stereo photos {9 x 9 inch) requires
only 1196 frames, 1/20,000 acale coverage would require 4590 frames.
Clearly, there are strong advantagaa in obtaining only the minimum
quality imagery needed to satisfy requirements. How can this level
ba established?
Probably the optimum method ia teatiag. Imagery covering a likely
range of acalaa and typea ia obtained, the data extraction task is
attempted for each different imagery condition, and results are
atatiatically evaluated. If the imagery must be flown, the process
may be rather expensive. On a large acale project, however, the
axpenae may wall ba Justified.
An alternative to -the acquisition of new imagery is the use of
Imagery already available at national^  regional, and state data
baaea. If the planned image acquiaition program is to be performed
under contract, the contractor may already have sufficient imagery
available to conduct the required testing.
A aacond method which can ba uaad to eatablish , at laaat on a
preliminary baaia, the type and quality of imagery needed for a
apeciflc job antaila raviaw of the many atudiaa which have been
performed on remote aemsing applicationa. Unfortunately, the
number of atudiaa which have been performed is considerable and
many worthwhile studies are not readily available to the land
manager. To partially alleviate thia problem, a literature review
waa performed; tha reaulta of that review are preaented in this
papar. Tha Intant of tha review waa to collect and record tha
raaulta of ttfoma atudiaa which provided data useful in specifying
remote aenaing requirements for land management applications.
2.1 Method
A total of 179 atudiaa ware reviewed. Of theae, 89 proved to have
aufficiant quantitative data to allow concluaiona to be drawn
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regarding the success or failure of a given taak at a given level
of image quality.
Many of the studies reviewed diacuaaed quality only in terras of
photo scale. With advances in emulsions and lens quality, photo
scale is a relatively meaningless indicator of image quality.
Films used for aerial photography range ia low contrast resolution
from 25 to 50 line pairs per millimeter or better. All other
things being equal then, a 2 to 1 quality difference might be
found between two photos taken on different films. A similar
order of difference may be found with camera lenses. As a
general rule, smaller format (35-70 mm) lens** show higher reso-
lutions than large format (9 x 9;Inch).lenses.
A loss in image quality occurs each time a reproduction step takes
place. Photo reproduction materials show about a 1)0.1 range of
resolutions. Paper ia a particularly limiting medium. No matter
what the resolution of the original, a paper print or enlargement
ia unlikely to show much more than 10-15 I/mm resolution. Enlarge-
ment, becauae of loaa through the enlarger lenses, is generally
more deleterioua than contact printing. As a rough guide a
15-20X losa may be anticipated in enlargement as opposed to 5-10%
in contact printing. Far greater loaaea can occur with sloppy
darkroom practicea.
A 2:1 resolution difference between photos of the same scale is
not uncommon and the practical significance of this difference
is considerable. In order to replicate the results of a parti-
cular study, photos of anywhere from one half to twice the re-
ported acale may be required. Thia, in turn, may nearly halve or
double the cost of a particular project.
la an attempt to alleviate this problem, deta in this report have
been presented, whenever possible, in terms of ground resolution.
Ground resolution is defined as the width, on the ground of the
smallest line pair (bar and space) which can just be resolved on
the image. Medium or high contrast tri-bar targets (Figure 2.1)
are sometimes arrayed on the ground end photographed to establish
the ground resolution of a photo or Imaging system.
Where ground targets are not available, ground resolution may be
roughly calculated if the resolution of the imaging system is
known. Ths formula:
CR - SF/304.8xt
ia uaad where Gfc • ground resolution in ft., SF - the scale factor
of tha image, and E - systems resolution in line pairs/mm. This
calculation assumes that the resolution of a system is constant;
it is not. The resolution of a particular camera/film combination
will vary depending on atmospheric conditlona, platform motion,
and processing effects. Generally speaking, however, this variation
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Figure 2.1 Standard Tri-Bar Resolution Target.
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is less than +25% and • luieful approximation of original negative
ground resolution can ba obtained with knowledge only of systena
revolution.
If the proceaaing steps uaed to produce the final viewed material
are know, a rough approximation of the ground reaolution of the
final copy can be made.
Similarly, if ayatem reaolution ia known and a particular ground
reaolution ia deaired, flying height can be calculated by:
H • 304.8xHxPxCR
where H • flying height in feet
R • Syateaa raaolution in line pairs/mm
P - camera focal length in feet
GR • deaired ground reaolution in feet
If the number and types of proceaaing atepa are known, R can be
adjuated downward accordingly uaing the rulea of thumb previously
expressed.
Unfortunately, as waa noted previously, many of the studies reviewed
reported neither ground nor systems reaolution. In 82 of the 89
•Cudiea reported on here, only scale and a description of the imagery
were provided. Fortunately, camera/film combinations of a given
type provide roughly predictable resolutions and each photo proces-
sing step incurs a roughly predictable resolution loss. In general,
the camera lens and atmosphere prove to be the major limiting factors
in systems reaolution and lenses of a given format tend not to differ
in resolution by any great amount.
For those studies where resolution values were not directly provided,
then, ground resolution values were estimated uaing the rules of
thumb shown in Table 2.1. The values shown in Table 2.1 are not
intended to be absolute; they were derived on the basis of past
experience and have been used here only aa rough indicators.
It should be emphasised that ground resolution does not define the
ground sise of objects which can be detected, recognized or iden-
tified. By definition, • ground resolution value is twice the
width of just resolvable alternating black and white bars of 5:1
aspect ratio and a specific contrast. Very few Interpretation
tasks require this specific type of discrimination on analogous
targeta. For this reason no attempt should be made to directly
extrapolate results to tasks or targets not specifically covered
IB the reviewed report.
2.2 Basults
The data derived from the literature review are presented briefly
In the following paragraphs. A more detailed presentation is
provided in the appendix. It should be emphasised that the image
quality values preaented are not hard and fast requirements but
simply represent the results of previous studies performed. It
should also be pointed out that very few of the studies reviewed
treated date statistically. For the most part, results were
expressed as the judgement of the experimenter and simply
co 100000*0 om«.
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indicated whether or not he had been able to perform a task using
Imagery of a specified type. For this reason, results Hhould be
treated with considerable caution; the reader with a specific
remote Banning application in mind ia urged to acquire and review
the original reference wherever possible.
2.2.1 Range and Soils
A total of 19 studies involving range management and soils
applications were reviewed. Table 2.2 summarizes the conclusions
reached from these studies.
At ground resolutions of 0.5 ft. or less, range inventory, cattle
inventory, detailed soils mapping, and inventory of range improve-
ments can be accomplished. As ground resolutions decrease to
3 or 4 ft., the same tasks can be accomplished with less accuracy
or greater reliance on optimum conditions; e.g., obtaining photos
when 1R reflectance differences are at a maximum. As resolution
becomes poorer than 4 ft., reliability of vegetation and soils
inventory decreases further and broader mapping units must be
utilized. Animal and range improvement inventories are generally
unsuccessful at these lower levels of resolution.
Two potential means of decreasing resolution requirements are
the use of IR scanners for animal Inventory and the use of
sequential coverage for vegetation analysis. Both techniques
have shown potential utility but sufficient results are not
available to make specific resolution recommendations.
For vegetation and soils mapping, there is some tendency to
favor the use of color or color/IR film. The use of these
films provides affectively greater transfer of information (more
contrast at a given scale or altitude). With the exception of
vegetation vigor or disease, there is no indication that the
color emulsions provide unique information not obtained from
black and white emulsions.
/
2.2.2 Water Resources
In the area of water resources and hydrology there are a great
number of applications of remote sensing that have been tested.
These Include studying drainage patterns where detailed map coverage
is lacking; taking a census of water resource features, both
natural and man-made such as springs, wells, ponds, detentions,
diversions, canals; studying water quality in terms of industrial,
•ining or agricultural pollutants; and regional geomorphic analysis
in order to understand the ground and surface water regimes.
A total of 22 studies covering hydrology applications were reviewed,
••suits arc summarized in Table 2.3.
••cause of the fact that water has a »triklngJy difl»r«nt
thermal behavior than soil, vegetation and other «arih malarial*,
there is graat potential for studying water bodies by means of
their thermal Infrared radiation. Night time thermal IR scanning
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intermediate level of detail
Some vegetative associations but
often requiring supplementary
data and/or optimum conditions
Successful with cattle if no
cover and sufficient background
contrast
Marginally successful with
cattle under optimum conditions
Fencelines, roads, water
control structures
Roads, some control structures,
fencelines if they produce
vegetation contrast changes
Generally unreliable
Same as 5'- 20'
Soil Series
Soil type with some reliance
on slope and vegetation
Broad soil type
Very broad type mappl.iR, only
partially successful
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at 1:62,000 scale reveals standing water as hot spots and springs
and water courses as cold spots (refl 65). Thermal IR scanning
also has applications in determining if a stream is gaining volume
frongroundwater inflow (ref. 35,88). Using conventional photo-
graphy, detection of features such as springs and small water
bodies would require a ground resolution on the order of 1 ft.
(ref. 47,58).
For the study of the regional hydrology to predict spring locations,
potential groundwater availability, planning of ditches and
culverts for road building, color or color IR emulsions and a
ground resolution of 5 to 7 feet are considered optimum (ref. 72).
Any greater ground resolution does not markedly improve ability to
interpret the hydrologic. regimes and geomorphology (ref. 47, 7, 5,
38,18).
SLAR imagery also seems to have potential in mapping of drainage
patterns. At 1:200,000 it can produce a drainage map as good as
a 1:62,500 USGS topographic map and , in fact, with some Interpretive
work, it can serve as well as the 1:24,000 topographic map (ref. 46).
At photo resolutions from 50 to 100 ft., the location of major
diversion structures, canals, and major streams can be determined.
Major pollution and sedimentation problems can be discovered in
large streams and lakes at 100 ft. resolution, although locating
the outfall accurately may require on the order of 10 ft. ground
resolutions (ref. 87). For pollution and sedimentation studies,
color or color IR is considered much more effective than panchromatic
or black and white IR.
One further kind of hydrologic study that could be of value
in arid regions such as southeast Arizona is repeated coverage of
play lakes. These lakes could serve as a good indicator of the
regional water budget over a time. At resolution of 100 ft., one
can determine gross changes in water depth and at 4 to 8 ft., soil
moisture, salt ridges, dessication cracks, and wlndblowlng sand can
all be studied. These should all provide an estimate of moisture








Detection of hydrologic application;
springs, wells, windmills
Detection of water control facilities;
ditches, canals, diversions
Interpretation of regional ground and
surface hydrology mapping of drainage net
Prediction of potential ground water
and availability, gross level pollution
rt Ion
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2.2.3 Forestry
Forestry has a long tradition of applications of remote sensing.
The uses of remote sensing in forestry run the gamut from the
gross typing of vegetstlve cover, to precise measurement of
individual tree and stand timber volume, to the specialised
task of detecting and estimating the damage from many kinds of
stressss (disease, infestation, lack of moisture). Table 2.4
summarises rssults.
For interpreting broad vegetative types or associations for the
purpose of making a general resource Inventory, it seems certain
that Imagery of 10 ft. ground resolution (of almost any film type)
is appropriate, and 70 to 90Z accuracy of interpretation is often
reported (ref. 54,45,40,44).
In almost all studies that compared film emulsions for vegetstive
cover type identification, color infrared films were found
superior to all others either by virtue of interpreter accuracy,
speed or both. The most effective tool for Identifying major
cover types has been found to be color Infrared imagery taken
in two seasons. This technique has been found successful in
detecting and identifying Monterey pine, eucalyptus, mixed hard-
wood, chaparral and grassland at a ground resolution of 60 ft.
Even at 200 ft. ground resolution it could distinguish grasslsnd
from the others and occasionally detect the other four types.
In fact, color Infrared at 200 ft. resolution in two-season
coverage is as effective as color infrsred st 60 ft. resolution.
If one is using only a single season (ref. 45).
In the area of mensuration, work has to be done on the determina-
tion of tree height and volume as well ss species identification.
The successful work that has been done has been in the range of
0.1 to 0.2 ft. ground resolution (ref. 1, 43).
The literature does not point to a cut-off vslue, beyond which
accurate measurement is impossible tut at resolutions as good as
two ft., the details of crown configuration may ba last, making
species identification very risky, and without species identifi-
cation,volume Measurements .are considered as suspect (ref.54).
However, where thara is ground truth known on the species compo-
sition and statistical studies have been dona on the relationship
and correlation of timber volume with a variable based on crown
diameter and crown closure for the area in question, good results
can ba obtained at a resolution of 3 ft. (raf. 48,21).
10
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In the area of disease, infestations, and Mortality sensing,
there has been a great deal of experimentation. As in other
aspects of forestry, remote sensing color infrared film is
generally found to be the most effective sensor, followed by
color film and then panchromatic emulsions. The poorest
ground resolution that is attributed with any success in this
•rea is about 2 to 4 ft., which is considered sufficient for
detection of Ponderosa pine stressed by bark beetles in stands
of more than ten trees (ref. 34). In the range of 1 to 2 ft.
resolution, some of the accomplishments of remote sensing of
mortality from Douglas fir bark beetle, southern pine beetle,
size of infestation of balsam woolly aphid, and tussock moth,
dwarf mistletoe, Dutch elm disease, red oak wilt (94,30,49,
82,34, 3,81). In some cases, volume of timber lost over a
period of years was accurately determined on the basis of tree
height and crown density, although most of these determinations
are best carried out at ground resolutions of the order of
0.2 ft. (ref. 83,84,77,33).
One general study indicated that 1.6 to 1.3 ft. for large
trees and 1.3 to 1.0 ft. for smaller trees was sufficient
ground resolution for infestation and disease control and





•_ A •1'- 4
5'- 20'
> 21'
Precise measurement of volumes and census
of diseases and infestations and the
volume of timber lost because of disease
and infestation, census of trees by species
Census of trees by species in some cases,
stress detection on a gross scale, volume
estimates (provided considerable ground
truth and correlation studies have been
done)
Gross vegetative cover types can be mapped
accurately at resolutions of ten feet or
better
Gross vegetative cover types if multi-
season imagery is available
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3.0 PRELIMINARY INTERPRETATION STUDIES
Prior to utilizing the available high altitude Ektachrome Imagery
•• a source of data for a demonstration of th» natsral reaoutees
data base, three preliminary studies vere performed to establish
information content. The first investigated the utility of
the photos for range vegetation analysis, the second evaluated
accuracy of cultural feature delineation, the third tested
accuracy of timber mapping.
3.1 Range Vegetation Study
In the range study, the ability to predict vegetation species
and condition (forage factor) using geologic, topographic and
image tone and texture data was tested. Several one-square-
•lie areas on the photos (1/117,000 scale Ektachrome, 30 ft.
ground resolution, NASA MSN 155) are delineated on the basis
of hue and texture. Three hues (tan, gray, green) and three
texture categories (even, speckled, mottled) were used. A
total of 45 areas were delineated. For each delineated area,
rock type, elevation (500 ft. increments) and land form was
recorded. The extent to which these six pieces of information
could be used to predict species and forage factor was then
tested. A range survey map which delineated vegetation (3
predominant species), end provided forage factor for each delin-
eated area, served at ground truth. The map was last revised in
1955, the Imagery was acquired in 1971. For this reason, pre-
diction errors were presumably partly the result of the predic-
tion technique and partly the result of changes occuring over
the 16-year period between map compilation and imagery acquisition.
Results indicated 68Z accuracy in predicting two of three species
in a delineated area.. This level of accuracy waa significantly
better than chance (x. , p <.02). For forage factor prediction,
results showed 38Z success in predicting to an accuracy of + .02
and 68Z accuracy in predicting to a level of + .05. In the area
listed, forage factors ranged from .01 to .26. Accuracy at the
£0.5 level waa better than chance (x , p <.02), and the + 0.2
Tevel it waa not.
Since the criterion data vaa out of data, no firm conclusion could
be drawn regarding the success of the method. Results appeared
sufficiently promising, however, to warrant further work with
more accurate ground truth data.
3.2 Cultural Features Study
This study investigated the accuracy with which roads, fencelines,
buildings and waterholdlng structures could be delineated on
1/117,000 scale Ektachrome transparencies. The study area was
in central Cochlse County, Arizona.
12
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All roads* f«ncelines,buildings and waterholdlng facilities
were delineated on two 3x3 mile area* covered by the high
altitude color imagery, l.ach delineated road was also classi-
fied as paved, unpaved heavy use, or unpaved light use.
Accuracy of results was determined by comparison with two
Ektachvome IR photos taken over the same areas. Scale of these
photos was 1/22,000, ground resulutlon was 5 ft. (as compared
to 20 ft. for the high altitude color). Results are summarized
in Table 3.1. With the exception of paved roads, results
indicated that accurate mapping of the features tested was not
feasible.
TABLE 3.1
RESULTS OF CULTURAL FEATURES STUDY
Task
Z Accuracy
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3-3 Timber Mapping
The timber mapping study investigated the accuracy with which
conmercial timber could be identified on 1/117,000 scale
Ektachrome transparencies. A four-township area in the
northwest corner of the Fort Apache Indian Reservation was used
for the study. Timber type maps prepared in 1969 at a scale
of 1/24,000 were used as ground truth.
In each of the four townships, 20 sample areas were selected.
Selection was essentially random but was somewhat biased by
the need to use areas which could be located on the type map.
The Imagery was given to an interpreter and he was asked to
identify each sample area as containing grass, juniper/chaparral,
or commercial timber (Ponderosa pine). Imagery was viewed using
a B 6 L Zoom 70 at 7x magnification. Results are summarized in
Table 3.2. The relatively low accuracy in identifying commercial
timber areas apparently resulted primarily from a tendency to
erroneously classify younr (11.0 - 16.9 in. d.b.h.), pole and
seedling areas as non-commercial. Accuracy on commercial timber
areas having an overstory formed predominantly of stems greater
than 17.0 in. d.b.h. was 89Z.
TABLE 3.2
TIMBER STUDY RESULTS
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4.0 LAND USE MAPPING
A land use map was prepared for a 9,600 square mile area 1* S.E.
Arizona (Figure 4.1). A 2^-category land use classification
ayiiten was employed. High altitude Ektachroroe imagery, sup-
plemented by availnhle map", wan used as source material.
'«.! Giannificatton System
The classification syntem iiNeri for delineating land IIK»: mteporK-s
was a modification of the iiyatem originally proposed l>y Or. Anderson
(Kef.90). For several months, this system has been undergoing
review and modification by persons and agencleH involved In the
EROS program; the final classification scheme Is proponed for use
in the EKOS program.
Dr. Anderson's classification is shown in Table 4.1. After
reviewing this system in conjunction with the Imagery available
for mapping and the objectives of the mapping system, a revised
classification was developed. Table 4.2 summarizes the revised
system, modifications to the original Anderson wvstem being
marked with an asterisk. The working definitions for each of
these categories was as follows:
I. Resource production and extraction
A. Agricultural
1) Crop production (cropland) - All areas where crop*
are planted and harvested by man except: orchards,
groves, vineyards, cropland used only for pasture,
and cropland not planted and harvested.
a) Cropland Irrigated through canals, tubewells,
springs, or direct stream flow.
b) Non-irrigated crop production
2) Fruit and nut culture (orchards, groves, vineyards)
a) Irrigated fruit and nut culture
b) Non-irrigated fruit and nut culture
B. Gracing (grassland and shrubland) - Land suitable for
grazing of wildlife and livestock Including sheep and p.oats,
having a coyer of less than 25Z tree canopy except for larp*
desert shrubs such as mesquite, creosote bush or acacia sp.
The vegetation may consist of native or Introduced grass*!*,
legumes, shrubs, or brush and covers at least II of the
ground area.
15
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TABLE 4.2
ANDERSON LAND USE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (MODIFIED)
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3








































5. Other Urban Land
Same as III A*















* Indicates changes from the Anderson system.
** Mapping of urban and built-up areas do not go beyond Level 1.
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C. Forestry
1) Non-commercial tree raising-areas having a tree
canopy cover of more than 25X consisting of species
that are not usually harvested for lumber or wood
fiber products. These species include the arid
woodland association of Pinyvn pine/Juniper, and
also riparian woody vegetation such as cottonwood.
Such areas may be of value for watershed protection,
gracing, wildlife habitat and recreation.
2) Commercial-Lumbering and pulping
a) Areas having a tree canopy cover greater than
25Z consisting primarily of species which are usually
managed for perpetuation and harvested for lumber or
wood fiber products. These species include Douglas
fir, Ponderoaa pine, White pine, and Sitka spruce.
Burned, cut, and Aspen inclusions up to 160 acres
may be included in delineation.
b) Areas greater than 160 acres formerly fitting the
definition of (a) above which have been recently
logged or burned, but which are apparently intended
for regrowth of timber, including those areas
currently supporting Aspen.
D. Mining and quarrying
The limited area adjacent to and Including mining exca-
vations, dumps, and tailings ponds where mining activity
precludes any other use.
III. Urban activities
A. Urbanized livelihood areas
Areas of continous settlement having a population of
greater than 10,000 and gaps not greater than 1 mile
wide between its various segments.
1) Industrial (industrial lands)
2) Commercial (commercial lands)
3) lesidential (residential lands) - Areas containing
•ore than 20 houses and apartment buildings per 40
acre unit.
4) Areas larger than 40 acres containing buildings and
facilities devoted to non-industrial or commercial
services such as administration, imprisonment,
health care, research, and education.
5) Other urban livelihood (other urban land) - Including
areas of empty land surrounded by urban land.
CO tOOOOOM OHIO. 4/»l
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B. Other urban livelihood (other urban land)
Areas of continuous settlement having a population of
greater than 2500 but less than 10,000 and gaps not
greater than 1 mile wide between Its various segments.
1)2)3)4)5) Identical to subdivisions of III A.
IV. Towns and other built-up livelihood areas (town and built-up
land)
Settled areas greater than 40 acres but having less than
2500 population.




E. Residential development site - Areas containing few
houses, but with a dense pattern of roads laid out in
a residential pattern.
V. Recreational Activities
Recreation facilities including playgrounds, golfcourses,
boating and skiing facilities, campgrounds, gardens, etc.
A. Mountain oriefeted (skiing, parks and campgrounds in
mountain areas)
B. Water oriented (boating facilities, parks on a lake)
C. Desert oriented (rockhound areas, archaelogical sites,
etc.)
D. Other - Including urban activities (facilities not
requiring an association with mountain, water, or desert
areas)
VI. Low Activity areas (other lands) (Excluding land of these
types on which land-using activities are found)
A. Low-activity marshland oriented (marshland)
B. Low-activity tundra oriented (tundra)
C. Low-activity barren land oriented (barren land) -
Including land where salinity, erosion, lack of soil,
or shifting sand prevent the growth of vegetation.
VII. Water-using activities (water bodies)
A. Standing bodies larger than 40 acres delineated at the
high water line
B. Flowing water - Streams shown as solid double lines on
county highway maps (1/125,000 scale).
20
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The rationale leading to modification of the original Anderson
system was as follows:
Grazing - No reliable destination could be made on the available
imagery between rangeland and pasture. Further, in the area
mapped It Is a common practice to fence a small area of range
(native vegetation) and call it a pasture; it Is also a common
practice to seed or otherwise modify rangeland.
Forestry - The subdivisions of the forestry category were changed
to reflect B1A/BLM practice. The distinction between commercial
and non-commercial was made on the basis of species considered
merchantable in the area ofinterest. No attempt was made to
remove non-operable areas from the commercial category.
Institutional - A category of institutional use was added to the
urban activity classification. Large institutional facilities
could be identified on the imagery used for mapping. In addition,
in several instances institutional facilities occurred in isolation
and appeared to warrant separation from the category "towns and
other built-up areas".
Other Urban - The classification at Level 3 used for urbanized
areas was extended to smaller built-up areas.
Residential Development - In suburban areas, it is common to find
areas where a street pattern is laid out but no houses have been
constructed. Evidence suggests that the area will ultimately be
residential, but the possibility exists that development will be
halted and the land will revert back to some other use. Further,
the street pattern Itself does not preclude other uses such as
grazing. To allow for this possibility, the category"residential
development"was created.
Other Recreation - This category was created to accommodate all
those recreation facilities not associated or requiring an
association with mountains, water, or desert. This would include
such items as golf courses, urban parks and gardens, and camp-
grounds not In or adjacent to water, desert or mountains.
Water Using Activities - Because of the nature of the data storage
system envisioned, water bodies were classified as standing or
flowing. Standing water bodies were those which could be repre-
sented as areal features (polygons), flowing water bodies (streams
and rivers) could be shown as linear features.
A 40-acre limit was Imposed on the delineation process in order to
reduce data storage requirements. To further reduce storage
requirements and because of the basic interests of BIA and BLM,
mapping of urban and built-up area« was not carried beyond Level 1.
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4.2 Interpretation and Delineation
Mapping was primarily performed on Ektachrome positive trans-
parencies at a scale of approximately 1/117,000. The imagery
was obtained on NASA Mission 155 in January 1971. Taken
with an RC-8 camera at 60,000 ft. altitude, the images were
determined to have a ground resolution of 20 ft. One frame on
this mission showed a tri-bar resolution target on the ground,
the ground resolution value was obtained by reading this target.
Additional imagery was available for portions of the mapping
area (Table 4.3) but was used only for checking interpretation
accuracy.
Land use category delineation was performed on mylar overlays
to the Imagery. The imagery was displayed on a variable inten-
sity light table. A 2x mirror stereoscope and a 3.5x to 60x
stereo microscope were used for viewing.
Arizona State Highway maps at a scale of 1/126,720 were
available for use as supplementary reference for most of the
mapping area. They were also used as basic source material for
the classification categories shown in Table 4.3. The remainder
of land use categories were mapped from the imagery.
Three interpreters performed the initial Imagery classification.
One handled all the timber classification, a second handled the
agriculture and rangeland classification, the remainder of the
classification was performed by the third interpreter.
After completion of the initial Image delineation, a radial line
plotter was used to transfer delineations to base map overlays.
The base map was prepared by gluing paper maps to a mylar grid.
Arizona Highway Maps (1/126,720 scale) were used for approxi-
mately 75% of the area, enlargements of 1/250,000 scale USGS
topographic maps were used for the remainder.
4.3 Results and Discussion
A total of 61 land use overlays were prepared. Figure 4.2 Illus-
trates one of the overlays. Linear features were mapped
separately from polygons since all overlays were to be digitized,
An additional set of overlays was also prepared to show admini-
strative boundaries. Federal land ownership and city and town
boundaries as shown on the base map were recorded.
Approximately two hour* were required to delineate each of the
100 stereo models. An additional one-half to one hour was
required to transfer each model overlay to the base' map overlay.
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TABLE 4.3
CLASSIFICATION CATEGORIES EXTRACTED FROM BASE MAP
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D. Utility Rights of Way
Urban Activities A. Urbanized Livelihood
(nap boundary)
Water-Using Activities B. Flowing (double line streams)












FIGURE 4.2 SAMPLE LAND-USE OVERLAY
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Another on* to two hours was consumed in preparing each map
overlay for digitising. Thia process included the numbering
and recording of land use ciaasification for all polygons. A
total of 1904 polygona were required to cover the total areas.
The major problem encountered in the overall program was that
of defining the land use mapping categories. The initial
Anderaon classification categories were not always Interpretable
on the imagery and the Imagery contained features which did
not seem to fit any of the classification categories.
Once this problem had been overcome, ciaasification difficulties
ware encountered only in the area of timber ciaasification.
The diatlnction between commercial species and the juniper/
chapparal association was difficult. Color was not a reliable
indicator; texture waa found to be more useful.
The scale at which overlays were prepared (1/117,000) led to
some difficulties because of the small slss of some delineations.
A criterion of 40 acres had been selected as the smallest area
to be delineated; a 40-acre square occupied about a 1/8 x 1/8
Inch area on the photo.
Enlarging the photos would have alleviated the delineation
problem, but would have compounded the photo proceasing and
handling problem. At a scale of 1/60,000, four times as many
overlaya would be required.
Some difficulty waa encountered because of cloud cover, holidays,
and excessive tilt on a few frames. Areas of cloud cover
and holidays were mapped as such; a few photos were delineated
monoscopically because of the tilt problem.
It was concluded that 1/117,000 scale Ektachsrome imagery was
generally adequate to classify land use in accord with the
revised Anderson land use system. The imagery waa not adequate
for delineation of some linear features such aa roads and
utility rights of way, at least on a 100Z accuracy basis.
Supplementary reference material was required for such features.
Difficulties encountered in timber delineation might be
alleviated by obtaining imagery at a different time of year.
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3.0 TIMBER MAPPING STUDY
Using spectral reflectance as the basis for discrimination, it
10 possible to automatically prepare maps of discriminated
categories and compute the area covered by each category.
The equipment required to perform this operation consists of
an image converter and a computer.
The converter is used to scan an amage and convert it to a
digital record of X-Y cell addresses and density values.
The computer processes the dsta to establish those cells
which fell within a pre-selected range of density values;
those selected cells are. then read out oa the converter. A
cell count is maintained and used to calculate the area falling
within a given classification.
The key to the process is of course the existence sod identifi-
cation of discriminable density values associated with the
categories of interest. Because of the difficulties previously
discussed in classifying commercial timber areas on high
altitude Ektachrome Imagery, a study was conducted to establish
whether density discrimination could be performed on multi-
spectral (simulated ERTS) photos available over the study area.
5.1 Method
Spot density measurements were made on two sets of simulated
ERTS images. Analyses were performed on the data to determine
whether discrimination of grass, juniper/chaparral and commercial
timber could be performed on the basis of image transmission
values.
5.1.1 Imagery
Imagery utilised for the study was obtained on NASA Mission 155,
flown in January of 1971. Imagery characteristics are shown
in Table 5.1. Third generation enlarged negatives were used
for measurement.
5.1.2 Study Area Description
The study area was located in S. E. Arisona on the northwest
corner of the Fort Apache Indian Reservation (Figure 5.1).
The area covered is Townships 8, 9, and 10 N; Ranges 16 and 17 E.
Elevation ranges from 5,000 ft. in the southern end of the area
to 8,000 ft. in the northern end. Mean annual rainfall increases
from 20 inches in the southern portion to 34 inches in the
northern. A general transition in vegetation follows the
increase la elevation with grass in the southern end of the
area, large areas of plnyon, juniper and chapatral in the centra)
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TABLE 5.1
IMAGERY CHARACTERISTICS
Scale Format Ground Resolution
Plua-X, 1/508,000* 70 am* -30 '
25A filter
(red)
Pliw-X 1/508.000* 70 mm* » 80'
58 filter
(green)
IR, 1/508,000* 70 mm* * 80'
89B filter
(IR)
* For use in the study, these materials were enlarged to
a scale of 1/117,000.
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portion and predominantly ponderoaa pine in the northern portion.
Stands of pine are interaperaed throughout the entire area,
however. Mixed conifer atanda alao occur throughout the area.
The moat common aite quality classification ia 5; 75 to 99 ft.
at maturity. Crown denaity of the merchantable timber is
predominantly claaaed aa 10-39Z. Pole and aeedling crown
density is more often claaaed in the 40-691 range, table 5.2
shows the characteristics of the aample polnta uaed for the
atudy.
5.1.3 Sample Selection
A total of 120 sample areas were aalacted for meaaurement
(Table 5.'2). Twenty areaa were picked from each of six type
mapa} each type map covered one townahip. Sample areaa on
each map were aelected ao aa to obtain a distribution of areaa
in each of the major claaaification categoriea (graas, pinyon/
juniper/chaparral, timber) roughly equivalent to the total area
occupied by theae categoriea on the map. An attempt waa made
to diatribute the areas evenly over the map. However, it
waa necessary to aelect areas which could be usually located
on the photoa and aa a reault there waa a tendency to aelect
areaa near type boundaries, stream intaraectiona, and trail
intersections.
One meaaurement waa made within each sample area. The sample
areaa covered roughly 1/8 by 1/4 mile on the ground and 2 by 4
millimeters on the photoa. An one millimeter aperature waa
uaed for all denaity meaaurementa, placement of the .aperature
within the aample area waa not done in any systematic fashion.
This aperature covered a 380 ft. diameter ground area.
5.1.4 Ground Truth
Ground truth data were obtained from timber type mapa pre-
pared in 1969. The mapa were at a seal* of 2 inchea per mile
and provided information on species, slse, aite quality, and
crown denaity. Figure 5.2 illustrates one of the maps utilized.
5.1.5 Meaaurementa
All raadinga were made with a MacBeth Quantalog Macrodensltometer.
One reading waa made for each point on each multiepectral photo
ualng the "viaual" filter. The inatrument waa calibrated
before and after every 60 readinga. A total of 360 density
readlnga were obtained.
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5.? Results
All density readings were converted to transmission values before
analysis. Table 5.3 shows mean values and standard deviations
for each spectral band and target category. Although differences
among means were obtained, none showed a statistically signifi-
cant difference (one-way analysis of variance, a • .05).
Transmission readings for each band were next converted to pro-
portions of the sum of all three bands. Results are shown in
Table 5.1*. Although this technique considerably reduced variance,
a one-way analysis of variance performed on data for each spectral
land showed no statistically significant differences between
means. Inspection of the data indicated that no discrimination
was taking place in the green band and that variability in readings
for grass were significantly higher than for other categories.
Examination of the original data indicated that readings for
grass areas showed two quite different groupings of density values
for measurements on grass which appeared to be related to photo
differences (Figure 5.3). The data further suggested that any
discrimination taking place was occurring with the sets of
readings having higher density values. Figure 5.U compares
density readings for grass and those readings on commercial
timber obtained in the same townships (and photos).
To further investigate this problem, an additional sample of 19
grass areas was taken. The 19 areas fall partially within the
overlap area of two photos and wherever possible, the areas were
lured on both photos.
Figure 5.5 shows the two sets of density readings obtained on
the 19 additional areas. Seven of the areas were measured on
both photos. Figure 5-6 shows readings of areas common to both
photos. A comparison of measurements made on the two photos
showed a significant difference in all three bands (t test,
significant at < .05).
On the assumption that the difference in density readings on the
two photos may have obscured differences among the target classes,
all readings on Photo 1 were dropped and new mean values com-
puted for Photos 2 and 3. Results are shown in Table 5.5.
Reductions in both variability and mean differences among object
classes were noted. One-way analysis of variance showed no
significant differences.
The possible reasons for photo differences were next examined.
All of the photos showed evidence of a Tigaettlng effect and the
possibility also existed that reproduction differences had
Introduced error.
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TABLE 5.3
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TABLE 5.U
TRAHSMI88IOH BY BAND AS A PROPORTION
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TABIE 5.5
TRA5BMI8SIOH BY BAUD AS A PROPORTION
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The effects of vignetting were examined by analysing data on
a township-by-township basis. Figure 5.7 illustrates the
approximate location of each township on each photo. Results
indicated that differences did exist as a function of position
on the frame and these differences accounted for a major
portion of the frame differences.
Examination of D/log I curves plotted for each of the nine
enlarged negatives showed that, although processing had intro-
duced some variability, differences were not sufficient to
account for observed photo differences. Results also Indicated
that enlargement had increased the density range of the objects
of interest slightly, gamma being equal to about 1.2. The
density region of interest on the original 70 mm positions ranged
from about 0.75 to 1.30.
5.3 Conclusions and Discussion
It was concluded that a discrimination among grass, Juniper/
chaparral and commercial timber (Ponderoaa pine) could not be
reliably made on the basis of density measurements on the photos
used for the study. Density slicing could therefore not be
used to map commercial timber in the area of interest.
A number of factors probably contributed to the problem. The
photos were obtained in January when vegetation could be expected
.to be in a dormant state. Some snow was present and may have
introduced variance even though an attempt was made to avoid
snow-covered areas. Because of relief, heavily shadowed areas
were present. This probably contributed further to variance.
Ho attempt was made to control fir crown density and several
areas had crown densities ranging from 10 to 39%. Density
readings on these areas thus included grass as well.
Photo processing introduced some additional variance, vignetting
produced large differences in density across the frame. The
effect was not the same for each of the three bands.
It would be possible to remove or reduce the processing and
vignetting effects computationally or optically but the results
of this study suggest that discrimination would still not be
possible. The apparent differences shown for grass in Table 5.3
are believed to be an artifact resulting from location of points
oh the photos.
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The following sets of tables summarize the results of the remote
sensing literature review. The scale column provides the scale
of the imagery used as well as information on the imaging system
and the location of the study. Category refers to the discrimina-
tion or identification task tested in each study. Results are
presented in the column labeled success.
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BCS HOt,»tf. C'lf/.HUtlM bffiVtCIS
TABLE 1. Rating of Film-Filter Combinations for the Identification of Vegetation
Cover end Other Land Status Elements at 1:20,000 and 1:15,000 Photo Scales
In the Pine end Redwood Regions of California
Region and Element Photo scale and film-filter
1:20,000 1:15,000
PINE REGION P-MB II-MB P-MB IR-MB PG
Commercial conifers 4 44 44 44 44
Lodgepole pine-Mt. Hemlock.type 44 44 44 44 0
Noncommercial conifers 4 - 4 4 - 0
Hardwoods 4 44 44 44 44
Chaparral 44 4 4 - 4 4
Bushy herbs 4 — 4 4 0
Grass 4 - 44 4 44
Bare ground 4 - 4 4 - 4 4
Rock 4 44 4 0
Cultivated 44 44- 44 44 44























































P panchromatic film; IR infrared film; ,MB minus-blue filter; G green filter;
4-f generally and easily identifiable; 4 generally identifiable but sometimes
requiring close study; - inconsistently Identifiable; — generally unidentifiable;
0 no example.
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TABLE 2. Rating of Film-Filter Combinations for the Identification cf A
Class Elements Among Timber and Hardwood Trees at 1:20,000 and 1:15,000
Photo Scales in the Pine and Redwood Regions of California
Region and element Photo scale and film-filter
1:20,000 1:15,000
P-MB IR-MB P-MB IR-MB P-G
REGION
Commercial conifers
Mature ++ ++ 4+ 4+ 4+
Large immature 4 - + + + + + + + +
Small immature + ++ ++ ++ ++
Reproduction - + + +
Lodgepole pine - Mt. hemlock type
Mature + + ++ ++ 0
Inanature + 4 - + + 4 4 . Q
h&rdwooda
ftature -H- 4^ 44. 44. 44.
Immature + + + 4 + 4 + 4 +
j Ri-lDWOOD REGION
Commercial conifers
Mature 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 +
Large Immature ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Sra-,11 it-mature + + + +
Hardwoods
Immature
P panchromatic film; IR infrared film; MB minus-blue filter; G green filter;
•*•+ generally and easily identifiable; + generally identifiable but sometimes
requiring close study; - inconsistently identifiable; — generally unidentifiable;
0 no example.
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Table 3. Rat lag of Film-Pllter Combinations for the Identification of Yage*<-
Cion Densities at 1:20,000 and 1:15,000 Photo Scales in the
Pina and Redwood Regions of California
Region and element Photo scale and film-filter
1:20,000 1:15,000
?-MB 1R-HB P-MB 1R-MB PC
FINE REGION
Sawlog timber stand +
Total timber stand +
Total woody vegetation cover ++
REGION
r'awlog timber stand
j lv.i;al timber stand
;otal woody vegetation cover
? panchromatic film; IR infrared film; MB minus-blue filter, C green fiJtt
M- generally and easily identifiable; + generally identifiable but sometimes
,,-quiring dose study; - incomsistently identifiable.
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BCS II. C'iMI'UU M 'it Hi/If.( •. IfK, 1
! T-,ble *. Rating of film-filter Combination* for the Identification of
Cropland Criteria at 1:20,000 and 1:15,000 Photo Scales in the Pine & k<H
Regions of California
Region and element Photo scale and filtu-f.t
1:20,000
1:20,000 1:1
P-MB IR-MB P-MB IR-MB ?-<•
PINE REGION
Occurrence of commercial conifers
Form and vigor of commercial conifers
Density of tree stends
Density of chaparral stands






Occurrence of commercial conifers
Density of tree stands
Density of chaparral stands









P panchromatic film; IR Infrared film; MB minus-blue filter; G green filter;
-:• - gtnerally &nd easily identifiable; + generally identifiable but sometimes
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